The Heart Diamond Experience
Meditation in the Imperial Gardens Tokyo Japan
By Ronald Holt

I have been debating for several months about whether or not I should share a personal
experience I had in Japan back in July of 2012. The thought kept reappearing, and I finally
surrendered to it.
During one of my last trips to Japan, I had an experience of what I call the diamond reality
that really impacted me. I was sitting at the top of the waterfall near Otemachi in Tokyo(at my
favorite Imperial Gardens power-spot) where I commonly go to do meditation.
I was at the place in consciousness well beyond the I/Me/Ego/False-Self. I was abiding within
the stillness, with its exquisite state of fulfillment. During the fulfilled state, I was inspired to
consciously connect and embrace every power-spot and ley line in the Tokyo area, and then
slowly, one-by-one, connect with all of the power spots and ley lines throughout Japan, as if
they were like water drops merging into one larger body, one-by-one.
In the ancient past, Japan was entirely merged by this “living consciousness” via all the
connections of the power spots and ley lines into a unified body. During the meditation I
suddenly I observed a giant diamond descend over (and entirely encompass) all of Tokyo.
I heard a voice calmly and firmly state, “Tokyo is spared,” at which time I couldn’t stop the
tears from flowing. It was as if a very deep part of me knew the gravity of the truth in this.
From here, I next began to see enormous diamonds descending from the heavens into various
places along the mountain range that seemingly resembles the backbone of Japan. These
enormous diamonds appeared out of nowhere and were similar in size to the one overlapping
Tokyo. They descended as if they were descending on chakra points along the mountainous
backbone that spans the entire length of Japan.
As the diamonds exposed themselves, I became aware of that voice again stating that the
“diamond consciousness” and the “diamond way” is an open invitation to all beings who dare
to re-enter it. They must own it without personalizing it.
It seems as though our ability to surrender polarity and seek the integration behind the
charged dynamics within our challenges lends such stillness and clarity to our vision capacity.
It opens a pathway to allow polarized opposites to merge back together.
In their merging, a "fusion of polarities" arises and fuels the diamond in the heart from the
energy released as polarities (and their surface tensions & charges) merge. This diamond
pathway between polarities is one way the wheel of karma is stopped eternally for each of us,
and provides a ladder out of the polarized reality and into the diamond-clear reality where we
are free to explore and re-familiarize ourselves with our true limitlessness within all creation
and all its infinite possibilities and dimensions.
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This means that the doorway or bridge to the diamond possibilities and probabilities opens to
us. It invites us back into the diamond integration reality.
The voice stated that, “This is a reality template beyond the I/Me/Ego, which invites all who
may come upon this level of available timelines to take ownership of this pathway, then abide
within it, in order to crystallize it for all beings, which enables a pathway toward this opened
timeline probability.
"As you are seeing and experiencing it, now take the next step and own it, but own it at a
state beyond the 'I". Own it by experiencing it in deep meditation in order to crystallize and
manifest it here in this reality as a true probability doorway. "
I understood what was just shared as a form of building a bridge that is manifested by a nonegoic abiding within the consciousness itself.
In that moment, I didn’t think I had the right, or the capability, of doing this. Yet it was here!
Then that voice reminded me in a frank and matter-of-fact way that all who feel the invitation
“already are it." This invitation is offered at this time because we are ready. I was being
reassured that I could own the enormity of it, as this is also activating our awareness of our
limitless consciousness. This means that as above, so below, our consciousness is also reflected
in the entire Earth-Christ-Consciousness grid (and more).
This voice next prompted me to slowly and step-by-step consciously connect and embrace
every power spot and ley line from Japan to China, Russia, Mongolia, Southeast Asia,
Australia, India, Middle East, Africa, Europe, Scandinavia and across to the south-central and
northern Americas until this consciousness came back to Japan and the polar regions as one
complete diamond consciousness -- a unified Earth being that represents the entire Earth
Christ Consciousness grid. It was all over the world as one intrinsically whole and aware
consciousness. This is the diamond clear nonpolarized integrated state.
From this consciousness level it was understood that the more we individually go here and
abide for as long as we can, we empower this bridge like an invitation, for all levels of life to
step on it and empower it in this probability timeline. This consciousness can thus holistically
disseminate the open invitation to all beings to move back into the diamond.
Just like the physics principal of Schrödinger’s Cat, where the probabilities within the box
remain in an unmanifested state until an observer opens the box, consciousness influences
manifestation probability timelines.
If no one opens the box, then order is left unmanifested and the chaos principle is the one to
manifest probabilities.
This transmission I was receiving then continued, “Until a few brave and ready souls arise to
their highest potential of the diamond stellated dodeca Christ consciousness grid between
polarities, the Schrödinger’s Cat effect will not be set and thus it remains an unmanifested
probability.
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"Simply own it by abiding within it, and then let creation make all the necessary adjustments
to have it arise naturally where it then enters the inspirations of others (and into their
worlds) without the need for egos to do anything. This allows for the creator’s hand to set
diamond clarity and integrity, perfectly and without interference.
"This way, the bridge to the probability of the diamond consciousness gets built in the perfect
way without a crusade or crusader consciousness. It comes from just purity and the Creator's
hand moving by pure consciousness in absolute sweet surrender.”
I have been allowing this meditation experience to arise and wash over my meditations since
my last trip to Japan. When this diamond way exposed itself and its open invitation to all
beings, animals strangely began to respond in amazing ways. (Yes it does sound crazy to me
also!) Most profoundly was a meditation experience shortly afterward in Tokyo in which turtles
in a pond collectively and simultaneously came toward me out of the water and raised their
heads when I reached the peak of my meditation experience.
This diamond meditation helps one palpably open to experiencing the presence of that
diamond reality very deeply within the heart and share it in the physical world. I have been
aware of this reality for a long time and wondered if this practice could be taught. I am
receiving guidance about this and in the future will begin sharing it with groups to refine the
next stage of the process. Thanks for your interest!
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